
From: Carlene Smith

To: Katrina Cool

Cc: Virginia Haller

Subject: FW: 1015-1025 Simonton proposed development

Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2013 11:28:36 AM

 
 
From: Martin Alexander [mailto:scout750@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2013 10:40 AM
To: vhaller@keywestcity.com
Cc: cesmith@keywestcity.com
Subject: 1015-1025 Simonton proposed development

 
Ms. Haller:
     Please circulate ( or have someone circulate) this email to each of the Planning Board
members prior to the 6/20/2013 meeting.
     I am writing as a concerned former resident of  Southernmost Cabana Resort at 1015
Simonton. Concerned for the current low income residents. My interest in the proposed
development arises from my (and my wife's) time as residents for six months each year 2009-
2012, residing in our personal recreational vehicle. Half of that time period I worked as an
independent contractor handyman maintaining the park's campers. In that role I met most of
the residents and saw the inside of most of the campers. There is no doubt most of the
campers are old and in generally poor condition, but they do provide affordable housing for
upwards of 100 people. The residents range in age from infants to the very elderly.
     I would like to clear up some misconceptions, intentional or otherwise.
     1. Although there is an occasional law-breaking resident (allowed in due to inadequate
prescreening), the vast majority of residents are hard workers in the sevice industries who
live at SMCR to be close to work places and due to the dearth of other affordable housing.
     2. SMCR is not, and has never been, a mobile home park. It is a trailer/camper/RV park.
Even its prior name, Key west Trailer Court, clearly indicates this fact. Actually, in the not so
distant past, visitors were allowed to park their campers for as short a period as overnight as
it was considered a campground. As other commentators have noted, all of the campers
owned by SMCR are required to have current license plates and registrations, as are private
owners such as myself. Mobile homes are not required to have vehicle type license plates.
     3. The current owner/developer of SMCR, Joe Cleghorn, has stated in a newspaper
interview that displaced residents will receive housing for free for three months in other
property he owns. On the surface that offer seems laudable, but the facts indicate the
impracticality of the offer. Mr. Cleghorn, to my knowledge, does not own suitable property
in Key West to house the displaced. He does own a trailer park several miles away named
Lazy Lakes. However, I doubt Lazy Lakes could absorb 100 people, or even half that
number. And of course, many of the SMCR residents bicycle/walk to work and do not even
own cars. Therefore they would lose their jobs if moved to Lazy Lakes and thus could not
pay rent after the 3 free months (not to mention the rent at Lazy Lakes is much higher than
SMCR).
     4. Apparently the transformation of SMCR is now being considered a "redevelopment"
rather than a "development". I would find this an amusing semantic exercise if the issue was
not so serious for so many people. It seems clear to me that once the campers are
demolished, trees cut, and water and sewer lines ripped out, what is left is an acre of ground.
This ground, like any virgin piece of earth slated to be built upon, would have new utility
lines installed, be graded, and then be built upon as an entirely new development. To call
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what is being proposed a "redevelopment" is to stretch the meaning of the word beyond all
rationality. What, exactly, is being redeveloped besides an acre of earth? Certainly no
building or shell of a building. It seems quite clear "redevelopment" has now taken on the
same meaning as "development" but is being used solely as a means to avoid the requirement
of providing 30% affordable housing on site at 1015 Simonton. To me it appears to be a
blatant attempt to circumvent Key West code 122-1467. Would not one be concerned about
later legal challenges?
     I have no vested interest in the outcome of SMCR development as I no longer live there. I
knew when Mr. Cleghorn purchased it he would eventually attempt to develop it. That is
what developers and developers/planners believe in and strive for. What I do feel strongly
about is to be open and honest about motivations and results. The undeniable facts are these:
44 affordable campers housing upwards of 100 people will be demolished to provide for the
constuction of 21 market rate townhouses which quite possibly may be primarily vacation
homes.
     The developer (redeveloper?) will make money. The construction crews will make money.
The city will make money through increased taxes. The only losers will be 100 people who
are evicted through no fault of their own and have no affordable place to go. These people
have no power, no money, little legal recourse and have been use to being dealt a bad hand.
Therefore, they do not matter in the big picture. The city constantly talks about providing
affordable housing but the reality is right in front of you- the intentional elimination of 44
affordable units with no firm replacement. That is what your approval will mean for real
people.
      Take a minute and go to Google Earth. You will see 1015 Simonton is about the last
patch of greenery amid a sea of asphalt an rooftops.
                                                                          Sincerely, Martin and Beverly Alexander
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June 17, 2013 

VIA:  e-mail – amannix@aol.com 

Annalise Mannix Engineering and Consulting LLC 
3739 Paula Ave. 
Key West, FL   33040 
 
Re:  Redevelopment Project at 1015 – 1027 Simonton Street 

Dear Ms. Mannix, 

Thank you for your time on Thursday, June 13th to explain in detail some of the key points regarding the 

above development.  After our conversation, the Windward Park Homeowners Association made the 

decision to document our concerns and send them to you for review before the meeting on June 20, 

2013.  

We want to see the new development proceed in order to improve the surrounding properties; however 

we would like our concerns addressed before moving forward with this project.  The Windward Park 

Home Owners Association is in disagreement with the Proposal and has concerns listed below: 

 
1. Layout:  The current layout (north elevation) where the 18 parking spaces and the 1 floor units are 

located will have the following effect on our properties backing onto each other.  

 The building height towering over the units 5,6,7,8,9 and 10 of Windward Park will take all 

privacy away from our homeowners decks and patios. 

 The building height towering over the units 5,6,7,8,9 and 10 will take way all the natural 

sunlight that we have on our properties at the current time. 

  We feel these units could be relocated to the east or west. 

  The location of the parking garage will constantly create noise from doors slamming, 

starting of cars, motorcycles, head lamps shining through the north fence plus serious 

exhaust fumes flowing into our back yards given the prevailing winds. Considerations for 

noise, lights, exhaust should be considered as the Windward Park homes are approximately 

10 feet away. The placement of the parking garage as shown on the plans is unacceptable to 

our homeowners.  Vehicles so close to our decks and patios using Deisel fuel will create 

exhaust fumes that will pose a risk to human health for people living in Windward Park.  We 

oppose the parking garage location.  Other options should be considered. 

 
2. Fence: The north 8 foot fence owned by Windward Park that separates the properties has existing 

trees growing through the fence. When the trees are removed a considerable amount of repairs to 

the existing fence will need to be done. This is a cost and a security issue that will need to be 

addressed before the trees are removed and we would request that we have the procedure in 

writing before going forward.  The fact the development is providing a separate 6 foot fence placed 
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against the existing fence has no value and eliminates maintenance opportunities due to the two 

fences aligning.  We would suggest an alternative and  that is a new 8 foot fence to be installed.  The 

design should be approved by our committee, Harc and the developer so that one fence would 

separate the property and provide a sound barrier, security and eliminate shining lights. 

 
3. Neighboring Developments and Past History:  A similar development, Echo Gardens was erected 8 

years ago installing backfills that damaged our existing fence. They also built homes that towered 35 

feet high eliminating sunlight and reducing privacy.  The developer took no responsibility and we 

want to ensure this does not happen again. Given the current proposal the same will happen to 

Windward Park again, therefore our reason of objecting. 

 
4. Construction Type and Schedule:  Understanding that the current type of construction has not been 

determined gives further concern to the length of the construction schedule. Our homeowners will 

be deeply affected by the schedule due to the length and noise disruptions.  Our concerns are as 

follows: 

 Year round owners will be disrupted daily for an undetermined amount of time by 

noise.  Our owners are employed people who are working different shifts and will 

be severally affected as some of their houses are 10 ft. from the developing site. 

 Five home owners outside decks are facing the fence of the development.  This will 

be a severe imposition to anyone being outside at Windward Park. 

 Three of the properties that run along the fence are Transient Rentals and there will 

be a loss of income to those homeowners due to the noise level and inconvenience 

of construction.  The Rental companies will not put their guests in our rental homes 

and take the chance if irate customers. 

 
5. Demolition and Construction Procedures:  The procedures for demolition and construction are 

satisfactory to us given the procedures are followed and a Site Superintendent is our contact for 

daily concerns. We understand from an earlier e-mail the working hours commence at 8:00 a.m. and 

that a noise/work variance will be required to change that. No times have been stated for stop work 

at the end of the day nor how many days a week work will go on.  It has been stated there may be 

times evening and night work would be required.  Will our Homeowners Association be notified of 

the variance each time evening and night work commences?  We would request more information 

on this item. 

 
6. Waste Procedures:   Confirmation of the Waste Procedure is requested.   We want to ensure there 

are no garbage bins installed anywhere near the Windward Park Property and no Waste Bins are 

installed after the project is completed. 
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7. Storm Water Management:   Is there a current storm water management plan in place along with 

the site plan agreement.  We would like to be advised of that. 

 

8. Air Conditioning Units:  The placement of air conditioning units are a concern as we understand this 

has not been finalized.  We would like to see this addressed as placement on the roof will create 

noise to the upstairs of our houses. If they are ground units and placed along the fence line they will 

affect the noise on all 5 homes along the fence line.  We would request more information on this 

item.  

 

9. Tree Removal:  Upon demolition of the existing trailer park we understand that a large amount of 

tree removal will take place.  Our concern for the safety of  homeowners existing decks, furniture 

and people be need to be considered.  Many of the trees overhang Windward Park and several large 

ones are growing within our fence.  We would like it addressed as to who is responsible for clean up, 

permitting of the Windward Park trees and an overall procedure as to how they will co-ordinate the 

tree removal without disrupting all of Windward Park. 

 

In conclusion, I would suggest any of our concerns that are listed above be included into the existing site 

plan agreement to ensure all parties are satisfied and occupancy permits are issued. 

We would also request a schedule of construction from start to finish that identifies the progress and 

be provided with any updated schedules so we can communicate to our HOA.  

We thank you for your time and hope to have everything addressed so that your project may move 

forward.   

Sincerely, 

Barry Giberson 

 

Windward Park Homeowners Association 
Committee for Development of Neighboring Properties 
 
Barry Giberson – bjgiberson@aol.com 
Neil McMicheal – boneislanders@gmail.com  
Ed Kovach – edkovach@msn.com 
 
c.c.  - Ken Neighoff – kneighoff@comcast.net  
c.c. - Debbie Gray – graze@cogeco.ca 
c.c.  - City of Key West Planning Dept. Ginny Haller– vhaller@keywestcity.com 

cc.  - Karen DeMaria, City of Key West Tree Commission – kdemaria@keywestcity.com  
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From: Virginia Haller

To: Katrina Cool

Subject: Fwd: 1015 - 1025 Simonton Proposed Development Project

Date: Thursday, May 23, 2013 4:39:11 PM

for the record
Ginny
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Virginia Haller <vhaller@keywestcity.com>
Date: Thu, May 23, 2013 at 4:37 PM
Subject: Fwd: 1015 - 1025 Simonton Proposed Development Project
To: Annalise <amannix@aol.com>

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "T" Neighoff <tneighoff@comcast.net>
Date: Thu, May 23, 2013 at 3:54 PM
Subject: 1015 - 1025 Simonton Proposed Development Project
To: vhaller@keywestcity.com
Cc: Diane & Barry Giberson <dmhgiberson@aol.com>, Barry Giberson
<Bjgiberson@aol.com>, Debbie Gray <graze@cogeco.ca>, Ed kovach
<edkovach@msn.com>, Neil McMichael <boneislanders@gmail.com>, Tom Sireci
<tsirecipa@bellsouth.net>, richard@rmkpa.com, John Oliver
<jroliverus@yahoo.com>, Bobbie Sweeney <wigglda@comcast.net>

Dear Ms. Haller,

My husband and I are owners at Windward Park and have received copies of the
information you provided to Diane and Barry Giberson.  Thank you for sharing this with
them and thus other owners at Windward Park.  We have been opposed to the project
since receiving the first letter from the city and now that we have reviewed the project
plans, are further opposed.  We would be most grateful if you would take our and the
Giberson's concerns into consideration at this evening's meeting.

The plans say that a six foot wood fence will be put in place during the construction
phase, but does not specify the style or height of fence or wall that will replace it
following construction and what degree of privacy that structure will afford.  Maintenance
of the final fence or wall is not addressed either.  

The site plan places many of the units along the north border has eight units: one single 2
story structure, the four-plex 1 story unit over the garage parking area and a tri-plex.
 The north border adjoins Windward Park.  Each of the five homes that share the fence
along that border of Windward Park have rear / side decks that will no longer have the
privacy.  All the other borders of the proposed development are either bordered by
streets, Simonton or Virginia or the Archdiocese property.  

Further compounding this diminished privacy and potentially diminished property values to
the Windward Park properties is the fact that the developer is proposing placing 18
spaces underneath the four-plex directly backing up to our homes.  Windward Park
owners will then have to listen to and be sitting directly on the other side of a fence from
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a large parking lot.  It would seem that some consideration be given to the location of the
parking and that the plan be reconfigured to move exhaust emissions away from an
existing residential community.

Access to the eighteen parking spaces is from Simonton Street.  That area of Simonton
also serves two entrances to Duval Square, the entrance to Echo Gardens and two
commercial offices.  In addition to this congestion, many tractor trailer sized delivery
trucks service the businesses in the CVS shopping plaza at the corner of Simonton and
Truman.  Accessing 18 spaces from Simonton would seem to create even more congestion
at an already dangerous block.

We are also concerned with the loss of affordable housing.  As neighbors of the trailer
park since 1997, we can attest that the tenants are hard working people. We sincerely
doubt that any of them will be able to afford to purchase any of these units, even the six
held as affordable housing.  Where will the current tenants be displaced to? 

While 21 units is a lower number than 44 trailers we question the degree to which the
impact upon the city's storm water and water will be lessened.  We do not see in the
material we've reviewed so far how many bathrooms, showers, tubs, dishwashers and
washing machines are being proposed for the 21 units.  We imagine the sum of these
would have greater impact on our resources than 44 mobile homes and trailers.

We are also concerned that these will be primarily purchased as investment properties,
not single family homes and would like to know if transient licenses will be issued.  It is
our impression that they are no longer available and are confused by the HNC-1 Zoning
allowing for Hotels, Motels and transient lodging. 

We are in agreement with the concerns that Barry Giberson addressed on May 21 and
would have responded that day as well, but were traveling.
Thank you for your time.  We hope that the city will take into consideration our many
concerns, work with the developer towards an improved layout for the project if it
continues to move forward and keep us informed.

Ken and Tee (mary) Neighoff

 

-- 
Ginny Haller
Planner
City of Key West
Phone 305-809-3725
Email vhaller@keywestcity.com
 

-- 
Ginny Haller
Planner
City of Key West
Phone 305-809-3725
Email vhaller@keywestcity.com
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From: Glenn Stevenson

To: kcool@keywestcity.com

Subject: Fwd: 1015 1027 Simonton.

Date: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 4:02:59 PM

Importance: High

Karina,

Please see my comments below.

Thank you
Begin forwarded message:

From: Glenn Stevenson <gstevenson@keywesttaxi.com>

Date: 21 May 2013 20:27:54 EDT

To: amannix@yahoo.com

Subject: 1015 1027 Simonton.

Annalise,

It is with regret that will not be able to attend this weeks meeting in 
regards to this project. I do think this is more in keeping of the area and 
less impact. However my first concern is the  three areas marked as 
future optional driveway on the original side of Virginia street. I really do 
not se the need for this option and would like that adjusted if possible as 
I can see this becoming . My other concern is where will each household 
empty their trash as I do not wish to see a row of green trash cans 
opposite my house and where will Waste Management pick up from? I 
ask this as I have a issue with trash cans on Simonton at the Eco 
Gardens as it is an eye sore.

Thank you and good luck with the project.

Glenn Stevenson
616 Virginia Street

Glenn Stevenson
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From: Carlene Smith

To: Mike Rison

Cc: Katrina Cool; Don Craig

Subject: FW: #4 Major Development Plan 1015 -1025 Simonton (RE #00027070 000000, AK # 1027847

Date: Friday, June 07, 2013 4:14:24 PM

Attachments: FL Dept of HW Safety Trailers Tags Registration.pdf
Trailer Park Trailer #1 125NYU Registration.pdf
Trailer Park Layout with Plate Numbers.pdf
IMGA2716.JPG

Good afternoon Mr. Rison.  Thank you for your email.  Katrina will upload your email as public
comment as well as forward it to all Planning Board members.
 
Thank you and have a nice weekend.
-Carlene Smith
 
 
From: Mike Rison [mailto:dfcmike@iserv.net] 
Sent: Friday, June 07, 2013 4:08 PM
To: Carlene Smith
Subject: Re: #4 Major Development Plan 1015 -1025 Simonton (RE #00027070 000000, AK #
1027847

 
Carlene:  My name is Mike Rison and I live at 1015 Simonton, SMCR Trailer Park.
 
Could you please circulate this e-mail and the attachments contained herein to each of The Planning Board
Members.
 
 
Planning Board Members:
 
Hello; My name is Mike Rison and I live in the Trailer Park at 1015 Simonton
SMCR.  I came from Michigan in 2006 and moved into the Trailer Park in
2007.  In 2007 the Trailer Park was owned by St. Mary’s Church (Diocese of
Miami) and was sold to SMCR in 2009.  I have owned two different trailers in
the Trailer Park one on Lot #6 and the one I own now on Lot #4, a 35’ 2002
Prowler Travel Trailer. 
 
Life is good for me in the Trailer Park; I love the area being so close to and
within biking or walking distance of everything (CVS, Denny’s, Papa John’s,
Subway, The Atlantic Ocean, Truman Medical Center, St Mary’s Church, etc.
etc. etc.).  I knew the intent of the new owner SMCR was to develop this
Trailer Park and considering the new Codes in force now regarding Affordable
Housing I was all for the Development and I still am according to the Key
West Codes in 122-1467.
 
There where 3 or 4 Public Notices posted about Development.  I went to the
City WEB Site and down-loaded each new plan.  The 26 unit plan with the
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model already in the chamber was pulled just before the meeting started.  Next
a Public Notice was given for the 21 unit plan, which after examination
became a Single Family Re-development instead of a Development.  So I did
lots of research, talked to numerous people to determine what this all meant. 
Now with my research in hand (some of which e-mailed to Ginny before
hand) I set up a meeting with the Planning Department last Friday (5/17).  I
met with Don Craig, Ginny Haller and the HARC person at the Habana Plaza
offices.
 
Don started the meeting by asking what my concerns were and I responded
that I was concerned about the eviction of 100 people from the Trailer Park
and the Affordable Housing Option found in KW Code 122-1467.  Don
handled my first concern of the eviction of tenants by citing “The Florida
Mobile Home Relocation Trust Fund” of The Florida Mobile Home
Relocation Corporation, Saying that was an issue between the tenants or
SMCR and FLMHRC.  I then pressed Don on the Affordable Housing and he
responded that rules were different for Development vs. Re-development and
Affordable Housing rules didn’t apply to Re-development.  I have to admit I
was waiting for that statement and proceeded to lay out my findings that
SMCR’s attempt to convert 44 Mobile Holmes into 21 units of Modular
Housing was fatally flawed.  I then showed him a picture of trailer #1 with a
State of Florida License Plate attached and clearly visible (current FL Plate
#125NYU), a copy of the Vehicle Registration (W/Plate #, Vehicle # & Body
Style TV) and finally a print out from The Florida Department of Highway
Safety and Motor Vehicles,
Re: Certificate Of Title Requirements for Recreational Vehicles, Mobile
Homes And Office Trailers FS 319.  This last document spells out what the
codes on the Registration are TV=Travel Trailer, HS=Mobile Home.  I then
linked this all together for the Planning Department.  Where SMCR under so
called Re-Development Rules is proposing to convert 44 Mobiles Homes into
21 Modular Homes, except SMCR has Zero Mobile Homes and instead
according to the State of Florida DMV has 40 or so Transient Travel Trailers,
which cannot be converted to anything!  Confronted with this information Don
casually mentioned that SMCR was willing to donate 6-8 Affordable Housing
Units to The City of Key West for use at a later date in a different location.  I
did initially think well now maybe were making some progress.
 
On the following Monday somebody mentioned that a final draft of the MDP
was on the City WEB Site.  And there it was for the first time amongst all the
pages of text they had submitted in writing by either the City or SMCR a



reference to the 30% (6 units) the issue of Affordable Housing.  Unfortunately
no mention is made pertaining to the location or time frame for the Affordable
Housing units at 1015 Simonton which is explicitly required by KW Code
122-1467 and further shown on no submitted drawings.  Remember Don said
at our meeting that the 6-8 Affordable Units donated would be used at a
different location at a yet to be determined time, not what the Code
says.             
 
I have stated previously that I am for this development according to KW Code
122-1467.  Key West attracts big investment money from all over the world
which in turn drives up housing prices driving me and most others into the
“30%” category.  I was not in the “30%” category where I came from in
Michigan but I am in the “30%” category in Key West and 122-1467 is all of
our protection from that malady.
 
Regards, 

 
Mike Rison

(305) 433-1010

dfcmike@iserv.net 
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